
REVISING THE! GOLDEN
RULE
Marybeth Raynes

F
or some time I have felt that
even if all people followed
the golden rule to the letter
(that is, do unto others as
you would have them do

~ unto you), we would still
have difficult human relationships.
Christmas giving provides a good
example. In most respects, I think
that people follow the golden rule
when selecting presents. In my
case, I love books and so. I tend to
give books to everyone I know.
However, I have found that many
recipients are ungrateful or even
offended when I do this on a regu-
lar basis. I am following the golden
rule. What is the matter?

Although I may be labeled a
heretic, I have concluded that the
golden rule needs to be :revised.
That is not to deny its validity or
that it has stood both Clhristianity
and Mormonism in good stead. In
fact, most of us have not reached
the ideal of treating others as well
as we treat ourselves, whether it
be in our priwzte lives, our church
activities, or politics.

Perhaps a restatement of the
principle that Christ taught can
help us see more clearly how truly
to care about others and thereby
improve our intimate relation-
ships. My reformulatiort is: Do
unto others as they would do unto
themselves. That is, treat others
as they would like to be treated.

Two examples may help to clar-
ify this distinction. One of my
clients often brought his wife sur-
prises, love notes, or flowers.
Repeatedly she would say,
"Thanks, but that’s not what I
want. Please come home early one
night a week so we can spend
some time together and talk." On
closer inspection, the husband
really wanted his wife to give him
love notes and surprises;, and his
mood dramatically lifted on the
rare occasions, when she did. For
the wife’s part, she talked to him
all the time, in meeting:;, around
kids, and during housework. He

reported feeling a little hounded
by all the "chatter." Each was fol-
lowing the golden rule; each said
they were trying hard to express
love to the other. Neither got the
message.

On the other hand, another
male client told me, "I am not very
romantic. I can never guess what
my wife wants, so when special
times or holidays come we plan it
out and she picks out her gifts
because then she gets just what
she wants." The wife, who did not
care about intimate surprises, de-
scribed her husband as quite car-
ing artd as a friend who under-
stood her well.

The. point is we often miss the
mark when trying to meet the
needs of others from our own
limited perspective. A close,
mature relationship requires inti-
mate knowledge of another pe~:-
son’s needs and wishes. We must
also value the other person
enough to do it their way once in
awhile. In short, love requires
both observation and
commitment.

Knowing another’s needs
requires a lot of observation with
empathetic eyes, ears, and heart. It
involves going beyond compiling
lists of a person’s quirks and
behavior. It means turning the
metaphor, "walking in another’s
mocassins" into reality. Recently,
when I was talking to a bishop
about a client who was trying to
overcome some problems of the
past, [ was delighted to hear him
say, "Well, this seems like some-
thing she need not be worrying
about, but I can imagine that from
her perspective it is still terrify-
ing." Here is a Church authority
who tries to keep two sets of
glasses on his desk: a pair for him-
self and a pair for seeing through
the eyes of others.

Unfortunately, some people are
not good at giving clues to their
need:;. They do not speak up, or

else when they do, they seem
vague or inconsistent. Worse, they
may say one th:ing and yet mean
another because they are. not
really aware of themsellw,~s or their
own inner lives. Or for other rea-
sons, we just do not get a clear
picture of another person’s
wishes. In these cases, the genuine
effort at observation and empathy’
takes longer. Trial and error is the
method of choice with ,extra help
from intuitive hunches to fill in
the gaps in our knowledge of
another person"s needs.

When the bridge is built and a
person realizes that his or her
perspective is recognized and
valued, an atmosphere of: under-
standing is created--and that
atmosphere gives the rule about
loving others it~ golden quality.
The relationship can be trans-
formed and the quality of intimacy
enhanced because the recipient
feels the other is like him or her---
or at least joined in a similar per-
spective. Even though it is possible
to have intimate moments when
someone is doing or saying some-
thing differently, most i~timate
occasions occur when engaged in a
joint activity or when sharing a
common set of ideas.

I do not mean that you have to
agree with people in order to
understand them or love them. To
agree is to haw~ similar or identical
feelings or ideas as the other per-
son. To unders’tand is to try on
another’s experience, see it clearly,
while still recognizing that it dif-
fers from your own position. I can
understand quite clearly, for
instance, why someone, would
spank a child, watch BYU football,
or can fruit. But I do not agree
since I object to the first, get bored
by the second, and am burned out
on the third.

But although empathy is diffi-
cult, the really-tough part of the
golden rule is the commitment
implied in the phrase, ’°’&, unto
others." This aspect of loving
someone as they would liike to be
loved is hard not because the phys-
ical acts are in and of themselves
difficult. It is hard because it may
require us to transcend our nor-
mal ways of doing thin:gs. Family
members who like well-planned
family activities have a struggle
giving time to the wishes; of others
who enjoy more spontaneous
events. A friend who likes to be
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constantly moving has a hard time
keeping still while joining a seden-
tary friend in some quiet activity.
One spouse may have a hard time
cleaning the car to the other’s
specifications.

Even after we overcome these
difficulties, problems remain. For
example, any intimate relationship
in which one party predominantly
gives or takes is unbalanced and in
my experience is likely to be mani-
pulative or unloving. How do we
decide when to give and when to
take?

Another person may also want
something that flies in the face of
our moral or ethical beliefs. Tell-
ing a lie for others because they
feel desperately that they need to
get off the hook or avoid a con-
frontation could hardly be

construed as loving. Or, for
myself, going to a violent movie
because a friend really needs a
night out and loves the thrill of
such action does not wash away
my resistance to "violence for
sale."

Finally, there is a catch in the
wording, "treat people as they
would treat themselves." What if
they treat themselves poorly or
abuse themselves? Clearly, that
does not justify treating them
likewise. I guess I really want to
say that we should treat people as
the most loving parts of them-
selves would treat themselves--
with their best needs in mind.

The new golden rule is so com-
plex that it requires clarification
itself. At this point, it would read:
"Do unto others as they would do
unto themselves, as long as it

meets their own best needs,
achieves a balance with your own
needs and is within your ethical
standards." This further revision
is too wordy to make it into the
scriptures or through Correlation,
but I think you get the idea. Once
it is stated, any principle needs to
be more clearly defined, illus-
trated, and then tailored to indi-
vidual cases. Like other princples,
this principle of love is never com-
pletely clear, never easy. There is
no well-marked straight and nar-
row path of relationships.

But as long as we strive to
enlarge the boundaries of our
empathy for others and ourselves
and search for better ways of lov-
ing and acting, we are at once
moral and caring--and following
the golden rule.

SWEET SAVOUR
Michael Hicks

T
hough its aesthetic
authority in everyday life is
unquestionable, the sense
of smell is an orphan among
the arts. The eyes have

~ given birth to a vast visual
opus (even language--witness this
page--has become a visual art);
the ears have music; touch, the
flesh-cum-nervous system, has
ritual motion and dance; taste has
cooking ("culinary art"), but more
importantly, because of its connec-
tion with nourishment, has
become a metaphor for all artistic
reception. Smell takes a role in
culinary art, of course, but beyond
that goes almost functionless in
high culture. Its powers remain
undiscussed in dozens of impor-
tant aesthetic treatises. But these
powers are justly celebrated in
books on magic and myth, for
smell, the chemical entry to the
soul, has dominated the human
mind ever since God breathed into
man’s nostrils the breath and
scent of life.

Plato thought human sense of
smell crude, capable only of distin-
guishing between bitter and fra-
grant odors. Relatively speaking,
he is right: human olfaction seems
a dwindled, diminished trace of

other mammalians’ sense. But no
man or woman who has long
enjoyed health has failed to be
startled by the power of a smell at
some time. It may have been the
first odor of chimney smoke on a
late fall afternoon or the odor of
sun against wet earth or so inti-
mate as the fragrance of a lover’s
skin. Such smells can and often do
send a tremor through the mind,
unearthing some powerful yearn-
ing or remembrance. The hippo-
campus, a structure within the
limbic system, is a preeminent seat
of both smell and memory. (As has
been documented in the scientific
literature, an injury to the area
just above the nostrils can provoke
severe forgetfulness, loss of the
ability to identify smells, and the
suppression of sexual craving.) It
is a matter of physiology: the
smells that astonish us now and
then function as passages through
which nostalgia travels. By certain
smells, stored and catalogued in
the brain, groups of years become
seasons, and the seasons become
single everlasting days or nights,
each literally with its own flavor.

Though man’s olfactory system
is shrunken next to that of most
animals--partly, no doubt, by rea-

son of neglect--there remains to
humans a rich symbolic pageantry
of smell and an immense complex-
ity to its language. This is so even
though smell is the brother to
silence, an enemy to the word.
The scental order of things goes as
deep as the marrow and yet,
incapable of being stated in words,
never rises to the lips. But human
culture is enslaved, or at best
betrothed, to the word. We con-
sider that speech entitles us to our
reign on earth. We named the
beasts, and they are ours. So since
the Fall we have cultivated dis-
course and have led the beasts
around by rings in their noses--
the symbols of their power. They
live by the skill of scent; we flout
the sense of smell, repress its sen-
suousness in our arts and in our
religion, confusing its meanings
with cleansers and cosmetics.

Consider the basic functions of
smell among animals en masse.
The smell of a creature’s own
body (or body wastes) marks the
boundary of self and nonself,
likewise the line between one’s
own realm or territory and the
outside world. Scent in this way
provides a foundation for much of
animal law--a system of rights,
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possession, claims, jurisdiction.
(Smell endows the wilderness with
order.) The odor of a prey or of a
predator sends the creature into
flight to obtain food or to escape
the hungry. The scent is the track
of a beast in the air. The smallest
scattering of odor-bearing mole-
cules can cue, in some cases, a
nose hundreds of yards away.
(Smell provides a path through the
wilderness.) And above all, scent
provides the energy for the fierce,
unreasoning sexual driw~ of one
beast for another. There is some-
thing palpable to the natural odor
of sexuality that can capture and
compel every sort of animal,
whether moth, or catfish, or ape.
(Smell bestows a companion in the
wilderness.)

Not surprisingly, since he is so
concerned with order and path-
ways and companionship, the God
of the beasts--and of mankind--
seemed in ancient times preoccu-
pied with smell. Jehovah was
dependably appeased by the smell
of cooking meat, perhaps recollect-
ing the first scent of Adam’s burn-
ing ox. He loved the constant trib-
ute of spices, perfumes, and
oils~pure aesthetic gifts. His high
compliment to Israel was that they

were ~o him a "sweet savour."
(Compare Isaac’s blessing to Jacob:
"The smell of my son is as the
smell of a field which the Lord
hath blessed.") And his cruelest
rebuke to the wicked was to scorn
them as "smoke in my nostrils."

Times have changed. God has
aged, or his people have outgrown
his delight in scent. Now, most
often, what we offer to God and
teach to one another are the prin-
ciples not of natural scent but of
its eradication. The sweat of the
brow, if allowed to flow at all,
must not stink. The breath must
be chemically sweetened. The air
in which humans congregate must
be conditioned, freshened, de-
odorized. And the peculiar scent of
folds of flesh that might incite a
literal chemistry between two
people must be suppressed--
usually in the name of (the phrase
is telling) "feminine hygiene." Our
chief olfactory occupation is the
obstruction of the smells we make.

Perhaps this is all because the
smells in question are ugly, ves-
tiges of the Fall itself. But if we
believe so, we say that we know
sweet smell from stench, that we
have a common power of aesthetic

judgment. Why then haw: we no
interest in forming and structur-
ing smells into an art or ritual of
scent? Because smell among the
senses is primal, its unspeakable
meanings emanating from so deep
within the animal of ourselves
that its merest allusion--that hint
of its power we perceive in those
startling moments of olfaction--
terrifies us. You or I will not
commit to the b~7otherhood (not to
mention the descendancyl~ of
beasts. Deliberately to use smell
for worship or art, no mat~ter how
well conceived and integrated the
structures created for it rnight be,
is to confess sornething about our-
selves, to cross a boundary we
have marked for our nature. To
step over the threshold of scent is
to enter the common biology of all
that lives, with all its impeccable
wisdom and monstrous passion.

So, for now air least, the beasts
will go on marking and tracking
and mating, imprisoned or liber-
ated, as the case may be, by their
devotion to sce~,t, while we, freed
of their kinship, go on dreaming of
becoming gods who, as the
Psalmist bitterly wrote, have
noses but smell not.

Choose the Write!
Announcing the 1986 D. I1(. Brown Memorial Fiction Contest,
SUNSTONE encourages any interested writer to submit material. All entries should in some
manner relate to the experience of the Latter-day Saints. High literary quality is mandatory. Entries
are judged by a board of five independent judges.
RULES
1. The D. K. Brown Memorial Fiction Contest is open to all writers. Entries must be delivered to the

SUNSTONE office or postmarked by 1 June 1985.
2. Papers must be typewritten, doubl,~-spaced, on one side of 8~h by 11 inch paper (not onion skin).

Since manuscripts will not be returned, contestants should keep a copy and send in the original.
The stories should not exceed 28 double-spaced manuscript pages. One author may submit no
more than three stories.

3. Each entry must be accompanied by a signed statement from the author attesting that it is the
contestant’s original work, that it is not being considered elsewhere for publication, that it has
not won another contest, and thatl it will not be submitted elsewhere until the contest results
have been announced.

4. Announcement of winning entries will be made at the 1986 annual Sunstone The, ological
Symposium and in the magazine. SUNSTONE reserves the right to publish at some time in the
future all articles submitted but is not obligated to do so.

5. Prizes will be awarded as follows:: first prize: $500; second prize: $250; third p~ize: $100; three
honorable mentions: $50 each.
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SSI is helping to ,make
SIdNSTONE Word Perfect.

"When you’re faced with
the task of producing a monthly
magazine with a small staff,
you need a word processor
that works fast. That’s why I
use Word Perfect 4.1. Word
Perfect allows me tremendous
formatting freedom on manu-
scripts ranging from heavily
footnoted research papers to
brief news items without sac-
rificing any speed.

"But that’s only part of
the good news. When I’m edit-
ing a manuscript for publica-
tion, Word Perfect’s outline
function and table-of-contents
generator allow me to analyze
the structure of a manuscript
in a quick and virtually effort-
less way. And in addition to its
traditional use in citing sources,

Word Perfect’s footnote feature allows me as an editor to insert a running
commentary in the form of notes telling the author which passages need
attention and how he might improve his article.

"Word Perfect’s ease of operation is another real blessing in working with
new employees. Writers and editors can learn its menu-driven functions in
almost no time. That saves them--and mema lot of time and effort.

"SuNsTONE isn’t perfect. But thanks to Word Perfect 4.1, we’re getting
there."

--Scott Dunn, managing editor

SSI Software
288 West Center Street
Orem, Utah 84057

Information: (801) 227-4020
Order Desk: 1-800-321-4566, Toll-free

$$1Software
Reaching for perfection.




